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The New York Times BestsellerAccepted into The National Press ClubMarilyn Monroe died under

suspicious circumstances on the night of August 4, 1962. InÂ The Murder of Marilyn Monroe: Case

Closed, renowned MM expert Jay Margolis andÂ New York TimesÂ best-selling author Richard

Buskin finally lay to rest more than 50 years of wild speculation and misguided assertions by

actually naming the screen goddess's killer. At the same time, they use the testimony of

eyewitnesses to describe exactly what took place inside her house on Fifth Helena Drive in Los

Angeles's Brentwood neighborhood. Implicating Bobby Kennedy in the commission of Monroe's

murder, this is the first book to name the LAPD officers who accompanied the attorney general to

her home, provide details about how the Kennedys used bribes to silence one of the ambulance

drivers, and specify how the subsequent cover-up was aided by a noted pathologist's outrageous

lies. This blockbuster volume blows the lid off the world's most notorious and talked-about celebrity

death, and in the process also exposes the third gunman in the pantry who delivered the fatal bullet

to the back of RFK's head - and the third gunman's female accomplice who, until now, has only

been known to the LAPD and the FBI as "the girl in the polka-dot dress."
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I'm not sure what the people who gave this 5 stars were reading. I am guessing they are die hard's

or something, because for me this book was a strain on my endurance. First of all the book is 169

pages, but remove all of the continuously repeated statements, it would end up being maybe 120



pages. Then add to this the name drops all over the book. It becomes so confusing that I literally

found myself having to go back and forth just to remember who was who at times. Then there is the

time line that jumps all over the place in this book and chapter titles that seem out of place. Then

there are pictures referenced that are in the book and others referenced, important ones, not

included in the book which leaves the reader asking why? For instance why is there a picture in the

book of a smear on the wall, then the same without the smear, but at no time does the author

address this in the book?And then there is the "Case Closed" aspect of it. If anything this book

leaves more questions than answers. It places a lot of weight behind two main witnesses, an

ambulance driver and Lawford. First the ambulance driver, who refused to give his story without

being paid, and paid on numerous occassions. Hell if I were getting $10,000 a pop to tell my story

I'd jump at the chance also. The book references how many lie detector tests he took, but as we all

know, lie detectors are not used in court because they are unreliable. Then there is Lawford, who

gives his account later in his life and by this time he is a broken drunken wreck. Two witnesses any

prosecutor worth his weight would not rely upon to make their case. Then there are the cops who

come forward at about the same time people are banking on any Marilyn story. Again, true or false,

no prosecutor would use them.
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